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Summary:
Bakaev gives instructions to the captain of the “Amata,” regarding the UN representatives to be lodged
on the ship.

Original Language:
Russian

Contents:
English Translation

5 November 1962
I ask that you transmit information on the location of the ship "Amata." Your ship has been selected
for use by the Organization of the United Nations for the conveyance of a group of representatives
from the International Red Cross consisting of 16 people. Your location, after you take this group
on board, should be near the port of Havana, but beyond the 12-mile zone of Cuba's territorial
waters. The vessel chosen for these operations should arrive in Havana on 6 November. If you
have cargo in your holds leave it in the holds, since the deck should be free. Your ship's number
has already been communicated to the UN, as well as the fact that you will be operating at a
frequency of 500 kilohertz; beginning on 6 November they will be able to contact you from the UN
radio station. On your arrival in Havana, immediately contact our envoy. Bring the vessel into
complete order, temporarily move your equipment and crew into tighter quarters, and prepare room
for the comfortable accommodation of the representatives of the Red Cross. It is assumed that this
group will be with you until 12 November of this year. You will have to come to an agreement with
the head of this group concerning food-related matters. You should have ready for operation the
ship's motor boat, on which the representatives will be able to travel out onto the arriving vessels.
You should follow all the instructions of the group.
Report on your carrying out of these instructions, and keep us regularly informed, through closed
communication, of your operations.

BAKAEV

